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Emotional Intelligence (EQ) is attributed with success in life and work in general. But
to know, develop and measure EQ it is needed to know the important theories and
scales to measure it. The current paper evaluates four influential models i.e. Bar-On
Emotional Quotient Inventory (Bar-On EQi), Emotional Competency Inventory
(ECI), Emotional Intelligence Quotient (EIQ) and Goleman Clusters. The current
paper juxtapose the elements of these influential models to present how similar or
disparate the construct of EQ is presented in literature by the gurus in the field. An
effort is made to highlight their strengths and weaknesses after critical evaluation.
Literature review revealed that generally impression among researchers is that it is
difficult to measure emotional intelligence and that no truly robust measure exists as
yet (Goleman, 1996 as cited in Dulewicz & Higgs, 2000a). The reason could be that
developing sound measures is an arduous and lengthy process; many researchers take
shortcuts or simply avoid the process altogether (Schmitt, 1991). This Research aims
to identify the crucial gaps in the widely used measures, as if the measure does not
holistically account for all the important dimension of EQ the results might not show
the total potential of EQ in entirety. Since the aforementioned models differ in their
constructs a case has been made to follow an integrative approach incorporating
elements of dominant EQ models which works in multi-level to better explain the EQ
construct.
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Emotional Intelligence (EQ) is relatively a new concept that came into the lime light
with the publication of Goleman’s (1995) bestselling
book ‘Emotional Intelligence’.
When cognitive intelligence (IQ) related studies (Martinez, 1997; Thompson, Staurt, &
Lindsley, 1996) failed to answer and predict why some people were more successful than
other, an interest in finding an alternative explanation was ignited. This shift led to the
exploration of non-cognitive attributes of the mind (Dulewicz & Higgs, 2000a; Goleman,
1995; Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Bar-On, 1997) and the progression towards the concept of
Emotional Intelligence (EQ). Salovey and Mayer (1990) describe emotional intelligence as a
form of social intelligence that involves the ability to monitor one’s own and other’s feelings
and emotions, to discriminate among them, and to use this information to guide one’s
thinking and action.
The current widespread interest in EQ is attributed by the fact that high EQ not only
differentiates between top performers at the workplace (McClelland, 1998), but is also a
distinguishing factor among high-level leaders (Boyatzis, Goleman, & Rhee, 2000; Higgs &
Aitkin, 2003). As research into EQ is advancing, its significance in work settings for
regulating and enhancing emotions, attitudes and behaviors among employees and managers
is also being realized (Devonish, 2016). EQ is also strongly correlated with a higher quality
of life in general (Morgan, 2003). Currently EI at workplace is getting much attention as EI is
related positively with service performance and attributes to reduce burnout and enhance job
satisfaction as well as job performance (Prentic & King, 2012). Studies have revealed that
emotionally intelligent employees are more committed to organizations and interpersonal
dimension of EI helps in reducing stress and improves job satisfaction (Abraham, 2000).
Researchers believe that EI related capabilities will not only enhance working life of all
professionals but enhancing EI capacity results in 110% greater yields for organizations in
monetary terms (Gragg, 2008).
Since, there are divergent views regarding what comprises EQ and how to measure
it (McCleskey, 2014; Dulewicz & Higgs,
2000a; Goleman, 1996; Tett & Fox, 2006), the current paper explores the dimensions of the
most influential models of EQ. It also looks at the measures based on these models, as all
authors claim that the indices to measure EQ are valid; however a lot of controversy and
discrepancy remains regarding the validity of any one model (McCleskey, 2014; Batool,
2009).
The concept of EQ has its roots in the term ‘mindfulness’ that goes back to the
Buddhist era and other Eastern spiritual systems that emphasize imagination and the
nurturance of conscious attention (Bishop et al., 2004). Darwin (1872) also recognized
aspects of emotional expression. The introduction of the concept of "social intelligence," by
Thorndike in 1920 paved the way for the concept of EQ. It took a long time to progress
towards the dimension of EQ when Gardner (1993) in his theory of multiple intelligences
divided social intelligence into inter-personal and intra-personal intelligences.
Little progress was made towards the actual domain of EQ till Payne (1985) in his
PhD thesis elicited that emotional intelligence is an ability to have a creative association
between pain desire and fear (Danciu, 2010, quoted Payne, 1985). The term Emotional
Intelligence was coined by Salovey and Mayer who developed the background knowledge of
non-cognitive aspects of intelligence and distinguished Emotional Intelligence from

Cognitive Intelligence (Salovey & Mayer, 1990). However, Emotional Intelligence gained
recognition and popularity when Daniel Goleman, PhD in Psychology from Harvard
University and a science writer for the New York Times, started a series of studies to find out
what it is that entails people to be successful. Goleman became aware of Salovey and
Mayer’s work, and this eventually led to his bestselling book published in 1995.

Although the definitions for EQ in the literature may be varied, they do seem to
complement each other as most of the researches on EQ focus more or less on four dominant
areas, emotional perception, regulation, understanding and utilization (Ciarrochi, Chan, &
Caput, 2000). The disparity in the conceptual models of EQ is attributed towards the
orientation of theorist as to
how EQ abilities are measured and the way that EQ related behaviors are described. The
main approaches to measure and define EQ are Trait Models, Ability Models and Mixed
Models (Batool, 2009; Shi & Wang, 2007). Evaluating the claims for various models requires
an understanding of the psychometric vocabulary that underpins particular constructs and
measures of “reliability” and “validity”. For example, there are various dimensions of
validity, including whether various test items appear to capture what they set out to measure
(face validity) and whether the range of behaviors can be seen to have an impact on task
performance (predictive validity). In addition, there is frequently overlooked issue of effect
size (Coffield, Moseley, Hall, & Ecclestone, 2004).
When EQ is conceptualized as “a constellation of behavioural dispositions and selfperceptions concerning one’s ability to recognize, process, and utilize emotion-laden
information” (Tett & Fox, 2006), then this orientation is referred to as trait emotional
intelligence. Measures based on trait models are self- report measure and are popular
especially in measuring EQ at workplace (Petrides & Furnham, 2003). Trait measures have
shown good internal reliability over time but did not show similar factor structure in further
studies (Day, 2004). Trait measures are also called competency models as the models are
based on certain competencies, the most influential competency model is of Goleman (1995)
EQ model.
Ability model is defined as set of information processing abilities that are grouped
together into four levels where skill in the higher levels are built upon the skills gained at the
lower level (Mayer, Salovey, & Caruso, 2004). Ability model, also known as performance
model, assumes EQ to be a pure form of intelligence and considers it a mental ability
(Hebert, 2011). Ability measures assess direct handling of emotions and scores are compared
according to the matching of the score, either by the model judgment
by a large normative sample, or EQ subject matter experts (Geher & Renstorm, 2004).
Ability measures show low reliability but good factorial validity. Researchers consider these
two approaches as complementary and the measures based on them are heterogeneous
(Stys & Brown, 2004) raising the question that what actually measures EQ accurately?
Following the mixed models, the contemporary research supports multidimensional
conceptualization of EI but the nature and number of the dimensions remains unclear
(Devonish, 2016; Tett & Fox, 2006). There are divergent views regarding what comprises EQ
and how to measure it in a meaningful way (Dulewicz & Higgs, 2000b; Goleman, 1996; Tett

& Fox, 2006). Therefore, the objective of the current paper is to juxtapose the elements of
influential EQ models and evaluate the discrepancies between them; as each model claims to
evaluate the construct of EQ through desk review. The other objective of the current paper is
to narrow down the way forward among different orientations of EQ that seem to produce
different kinds of literature and define the construct of EQ in a meaningful way.
Review of Influential EQ Models
Researchers and theorists in the field of EQ have a general consensus about the most
influential EQ models which are, (i) Bar-On Emotional Quotient Inventory (Bar-On EQi), (ii)
Emotional Competency Inventory (ECI), (iii) Goleman’s Clusters and (iv) Emotional
Quotient Inventory (EQI) (Saberi, 2012; Hebert, 2011; Batool, 2009; Dimitriades, 2007).
Salovey and Mayer’s (1990) ability model, which asserts EQ as a pure intelligence, is also
known as a performance based model (Mayer, Salovey, & Caruso, 2004). Goleman’s (1995)
competency model views EQ as a competency model based on personality theory, and BarOn’s EQi (2000) and Dulewicz and Higgs’ (2000b) EIQ are trait or mixed models based on
both cognitive ability and personality theory. EIQ and EQ-i measure social and emotional
constructs which represent personal factors associated with behavior (Boyatzis, Goleman, &
Rhee, 2000).
Ability theorists of EQ, who advocate performance based scales of EQ, believe that
EQ is a pure intelligence model and assert it as a subset of the broader domain of intelligence
(Mayer & Salovey, 1997). The measure based on ability model like MSCEIT
by Salovey and Mayer (1990) focuses on responses that have correct or incorrect answers, as
they are based on the capacity of the respondents to perform certain mental tasks (Carroll,
1993). The proponents of ability measures claim that EQ is a type of intelligence therefore
the scales used are based on objective performance; for instance identifying the emotion in a
simulated context, and then evaluating the answers against a criteria that can determine the
EQ (Mayer, Salovey, & Caruso, 2004). Mixed models, on the other hand, are comprised of
both cognitive ability and personality questions (Bar-On, 1997; Bar-On, 2000; Goleman,
1995, Goleman, 1998). They are mostly based on self-reporting measures and show good
validity. This disparate nature of EQ models raise questions among researchers whether EQ
should be regarded as a pure intelligence, as fake responses by respondents also remains a big
concern (Zeidner, Matthews, & Roberts, 2002).
The advocates of self-reporting measures assert that since the procedure is more
straight forward and the respondents can be the best judge to assess their own emotional
intelligence, they can open up more easily about their own beliefs (Austin, Saklofske, &
Egan, 2005; Holtgraves, 2004; Van Rooy & Viswesvaran, 2004). A major concern for the
critics of self-report measures is the convergence of the self –report measures with
personality measures (Zeidner, Matthews, & Roberts, 2002). However, empirical evidence
suggests that self-reporting shows no significant relationship with several measures of
standard intelligence or personality (Bar-On, 2002; Sala, 2002).

Following is the list of the most influential EQ models;
1. Emotional Competency Inventory (ECI) measures developed by Boyatzis, Goleman
and Rhee in 1999 (Boyatzis, Goleman & Rhee, 2000; Dulewics & Goleman, 2000).

2. Bar-On Emotional Quotient Inventory (EQ-i) developed by Bar-On in 1997 (Bar-On,
1997; Bar-On, 2002; Cherniss, 2000; Gardner, 1993).
3. Emotional Intelligence Quotient (EIQ) was developed by Dulewicz and Higgs
(Dulewicz & Higgs, 2000a; Dulewicz, Higgs, & Slaski, 2003; Higgs & Aitkin, 2003).
4. Goleman’s Clusters (Goleman, 1995).
Goleman’s Clusters
Goleman suggests that EQ is based on five clusters of competencies, first the SelfAwareness Cluster, which includes, emotional self-awareness, accurate self-assessment and
self-confidence. The second cluster is that of Self-Regulation, which is comprised of selfcontrol, trustworthiness, conscientiousness, adaptability and innovation. The third cluster is
called the Self-Motivation Cluster, and contains achievement orientation, commitment,
initiative and optimism. Fourth is the Empathy Cluster, and consists of empathy,
organizational awareness, service orientation, developing others and leveraging diversity.
Lastly, the Social Skills cluster includes leadership, communication, influence, change
catalyst, conflict management, building bonds collaboration and cooperation and team
capabilities.
The measures based on these clusters are measured by multi-rater assessment and
mostly fall under the rubric of trait models of EQ (Shi & Wang, 2007). Most of the EQ
theories evolve from this model, for instance, ECI and Bar-On EQI etc.
ECI

The ECI measures 18 competencies organized into four clusters: Self-Awareness,
Self-Management, Social Awareness, and Relationship Management. The Self-Awareness
cluster contains three competencies, emotional awareness, accurate self-assessment and selfconfidence. The Self-Management cluster contains six competencies: emotional self-control,
transparency, adaptability, achievement, initiative and optimism. The Social Awareness
cluster contains three competencies: empathy, organizational awareness and service and
orientation relationship management. The
Relationship Management cluster contains six competencies: developing others, inspirational
leadership, change catalyst, influence, conflict management, teamwork and collaboration.
This model for ECI was developed by Boyatzis, Goleman, and Rhee (2000). The
theoretical framework and the competencies for EI were derived by integrating the work of
Goleman (1998) and Boyatzis (1994). The ECI scale was developed initially by 596 samples
taken in the summer/fall of 1998 from managers, sales people and graduate students. After
reliability assessment and inter-correlation of items, the scale was refined in December1998.
In 1999 it was rewritten with the research staff of McBer group (Boyatzis, Goleman, & Rhee,
2000). For the early applications of the ECI the developmental scaling of McBer instruments’
assumptions were based on expert opinions from previous studies.
On the basis of factor, cluster, and reliability analyses of the data, a number of
competency scales were reconsidered and reclassified from Goleman’s (1998) earlier models.
On both versions of the ECI, the manner of scoring used was the average item scoring
method as well as the developmental weighting method. For clustering, the researchers
employed empirical clustering rather than using priori clustering by integration of four factor
analyses via Learning Skills Profile (self-report card sort, n=724), Self-Assessment
Questionnaire (self-report, n=454), Behaviorally Coded Critical Incident Interview (audio
taped, n=497), Behaviorally Coded Group Discussion Exercise (videotaped, n=482).

Cronbach’s Alpha was used to assess reliability. The reliability of SAQ was taken by
administering it on 180 MBA students. The SAQ and its 360o version, the EAQ, as well as
both versions of the ECI had similar response categories i.e. on the scale of 1-6 starting from
“he/she behaves this way only sporadically” to
“the behavior is very characteristic of this individual (i.e., he/she behaves this way in most or
all situations where it is appropriate)”. The differential impact of demonstration of the
competencies in
each of these clusters was assessed using the Tipping Point Analysis.
Emotional Competence Inventory the ECI final version is a 360 degree instrument
(Cherniss, 2000). People who know the individual, rate him or her on 20 competencies that
Goleman’s research suggests are linked to emotional intelligence (Goleman, 1995). ECI is
based on about 40 percent of the items of the Self-Assessment Questionnaire (SAQ) that was
developed by Boyatzis (1994). These earlier items had been validated against performance in
hundreds of competency studies of managers, executives, and leaders in North America,
Italy, and Brazil. The authors addressed the rationale of clustering in detail as to why
competencies were grouped in clusters and what were the reasons behind it.
The authors claimed that clusters of competencies can predict performance and links
to all levels of human psyche. They also claimed that clusters help in developing the theory
of action and theory of personality. The authors predicted that fractals exist within the
structure of human personality and that competency clusters are a necessary level of variable
needed to find and see the fractals.
The models’ main strength was its theoretical framework. They used about four
leading theories on EI to form the conceptual framework, and refined the scale after
integration of four types of factor analysis of four different measures for empirical clustering
of the final scale. The pilot testing and the first version of ECI testing was elaborate therefore,
the clusters that emerged show high face and construct validity.
The major weakness of the ECI model is its methodology, as after clustering and
factor analysis it didn’t dilate the discriminant and convergent validities of the scale,
which is one of the main factors that makes the scale effective. Their main analysis is based
on the internal reliability i.e. Cronbach’s Alpha whose validity is
also debatable. The sampling technique along with the results, the factor loading of the factor
analysis, and how the cluster analysis grouped together were also not specified.
Bar-On EQ-i
Bar-On EQ-i (Bar-On, 1997) is a self-report instrument, originally evolved from a
clinical context, and now has been around for almost 26 years. It was designed to assess those
personal qualities that enable some people to possess better “emotional well-being” than
others. The EQ-i has been used to assess thousands of individuals, and we know quite a bit
about its reliability and its convergent and discriminant validities, but less is known about its
predictive validity in work situations.
The structure of the Bar-On EQ-i is based on the literature and its author’s research
experience as a clinical psychologist (Bar-On, 1997). The concept was theoretically
developed from logically clustering variables and identifying underlying key factors
purported to determine effective and successful functioning as well as positive emotional

health (Bar-On, 1997). The EQ-I produces a total EQ score, five composite scale scores, and
15 sub-scale scores, defined by Bar-On (1997). Little is known about its predictive validity.

Bar-On EQ-i –Composite Scales and Subscales
It has nine main dimensions: 1. Intra-personal (self-awareness and self-expression)
which includes, self-regard, emotional self-awareness, assertiveness, independence and selfactualization, 2. Inter-personal (social awareness and interpersonal relationship), which
contains empathy, social responsibility and interpersonal relationship, 3. Stress Management
(emotional management and regulation) which comprises of, stress tolerance and impulse
control, 4. Adaptability (change management) which includes reality-testing, flexibility and
problem-solving, 5. General Mood (self-motivation) consisting of, optimism and happiness,
6. Intra-personal (self-awareness and self-expression) composed of self-regard, emotional
self-awareness, assertiveness, independence:
to be self-reliant and free of emotional dependency on others, self-actualization, 7. Interpersonal (social awareness and interpersonal
relationship) which includes empathy, social responsibility, interpersonal relationship, 8.
Stress Management (emotional management and regulation) including, stress tolerance and
impulse control, and finally 9. Adaptability (change management) which includes, realitytesting, flexibility and problem-solving.
The scale was normed on approximately 4000 respondents from the United States and
Canada. 79% of the North American normative sample were white, below the age of 30 years
and both the genders has equal representation (Bar-On, 2002). Test-retest reliability was
assessed after 1 and 4 months to be checked on South African sample for stability estimates
and was .85 (N = 44) and .75 (N = 27) (Stys & Brown, 2004). It should be noted that no
stability estimates were reported for the North American sample. For internal consistency,
Cronbach’s alpha scores were used which ranged from .69 to .86 for the 15 subscales and an
overall average internal consistency of .76 (Bar-On, 2002).
Content validity is reported by the authors as being adequate as items for each
subcomponent were generated and selected in a systematic approach. Item analyses were
conducted to identify the items that were not related to the definitions. Initial feedback was
taken from subjects in the early stages of test development. To test hierarchical structure of
the scale structural validity was established through factor analysis. Analyses supported the
five components of emotional intelligence (GFI = .971), however, exploratory factor analyses
revealed 13-factor model of sub-components rather than the postulated 15 factor model (BarOn, 2002). Criterion validity was established with the Emotion Quotient Inventory being
accurately able to differentiate successful respondents from unsuccessful ones in business and
industry settings.
Construct validity was illustrated through measures of convergent and divergent
validity. No statistically significant correlations were found between the EQi and several
measures of
standard intelligence (Bar-On, 2002; Brackett & Mayer, 2003). However EQi was found
to be significantly correlated to the
measures of psychological and subjective well-being (r = .54 and r = .35) and to all of the Big
Five personality factors as measured by
the NEO-PI-R (r’s = .16 to -.57) (Brackett & Mayer, 2003), while being negatively correlated
with other indicators of abnormal emotional functioning (Bar-On, 2002). Comparisons with
other measures of emotional intelligence indicated that it minimally correlates with the

Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (r = .21) but more significantly with the
Self Report Emotional Intelligence Test (Schutte et al., 1998). For incremental validity it
was found that when personality and intelligence (IQ) were held constant, emotional
intelligence as measured by the Emotion Quotient Inventory was still predictive of alcohol
use (Brackett & Mayer, 2003).
Research conducted by Brown, Bryant, and Reilly (2006) concluded that Bar-On EQi
is not a suitable tool for managerial selection, development or assessment.
EIQ

EIQ is a self-report measure of EI developed by Dulewicz and Higgs. Its dimensions
include, self-awareness, emotional resilience, motivation, interpersonal sensitivity, influence,
intuitiveness and conscientiousness and integrity. The authors provide little information
regarding the factor analysis they conducted to create the scales (for example, the eigen
values), therefore it is difficult to evaluate the factor structure of the measure. They do,
however, report that five of the seven scales have alpha coefficients below .70, Alpha
coefficients this low affect the likelihood that research using this measure will yield valid
results. The items that comprise the EIQ are not available in published research literature. It
also appears that the EIQ omits several facets of emotional ability, such as emotional
expression and the ability to use emotions so as to change perspective, enhance problem
solving, focus attention, and make judgments. Therefore, content validity needs to be further
explained by the authors.
Dulewicz and Higgs (2000a & 2000b) provide evidence for the construct validity of
the EIQ with 16PF, Meyers-Briggs Type Inventory (MBTI), and Type A behavior. Dulewicz,
Higgs, and Slaski (2003) provide evidence to indicate a strong relationship between the EIQ
and the EQ-i as well as between the EQ-i and all seven dimensions of the EIQ. Four were
highly significant (p <.001), and the total correlation between the EIQ and EQ-i was .63.
Thus, the EIQ demonstrates substantial convergent validity with the EQ-i. Given that both
instruments include many trait-based factors as core dimensions, the degree of face validity
of the EIQ remains an empirical question. Dulewicz and Higgs (2000b) provide evidence for
the predictive (concurrent) validity of the EIQ (McEnrue & Groves, 2006).”
For internal consistency/reliability Cronbach’s alpha scores were used which ranged
from 0.6 to 0.8. The alpha for the overall EIQ score derived from the seven elements was
0.77 (Dulewicz & Higgs, 2000a). For Content Validity the author claimed to study the
dominant theorists in the field extensively reviewing 72 books and articles. Construct validity
was established with the occupational personality questionnaire, the 16PF questionnaire;
Belbin team roles derived from the 16PF; and the Myers Briggs type inventory (Dulewicz,
Higgs, & Slaski, 2003). For Concurrent/criterion-related validity the current performance
was correlated with EIQ for team leaders (Dulewicz & Higgs, 2000a). In another study only 2
elements of self- assessment EIQ were related to job performance (Dulewicz & Higgs,
2000a). For predictive validity indirect links to the original study (Dulewicz & Higgs, 2000a)
on general managers was reported (Dulewicz, Higgs, & Slaski, 2003).

A careful evaluation of the factors of the most influential models (see table 1) shows
that there is a lot of discrepancy in the elements of the said models. Pfeiffer (2001) in his
evaluative study on the construct of EQ also emphasized that future researchers should try to
establish that the subset of EQ abilities do share a common psychological underpinning and
for the construct to be deemed as an intelligence it should relate the elements so as to explain
the mental processes instead of treating the elements as clusters like in Goleman’s model or
competencies as in Bar-On and ECI model or abilities as in Mayor and Salovey model.
Therefore a logical model may define EQ more holistically that caters to thought processes
from realization to application and achieving maturity in handling emotions (Razzaq &
Aftab, 2015).

An evaluative study by Boyatzis and Sala (2004) of the 3 approaches of EQ
conceptualization, as trait, ability and mixed models conclude that the 3 approaches appeared
to complement each other and explained EQ as a multi-layered sphere with layers of
processes trying to explain the EQ from different aspects. Mayer and Salovey (1997) also
advocate three EI models’ components distribution across the multilevel personality
subsystems considered as spheres. They placed at layer one, the core to four mental abilities
as they work at a deep emotion-cognition interaction level treating them as intelligence
(Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Mayer, Salovey, & Caruso, 2004). At the second layer,
personality-based perception of EQ is placed assuming personality traits as an intermediate
level between the deeper emotional qualities and cognitive abilities. The third layer is
conceptualized as Van Rooy and Viswesvaran (2004) have conceptualized a universal
definition of EQ, “ Emotional intelligence is the set of abilities verbal and nonverbal that
enable a person to generate, recognize, express, understand, and evaluate their own, and
others’ emotions in order to guide thinking and action that successfully cope with
environmental demands and pressures” (p.72), pointing that the universal understanding of
EQ models talk at the core of the mental processes that realize emotions and the second layer
that talks about the traits and the subsequent behaviors and the last layer is the successful
coping with environment pointing towards the emotional maturity.
To sum the review of the 4 influential EQ models and the scale developed based on the
aforementioned EQ models, Table 2 provides the reliability and validity analysis and
thoroughness in adopting the scale development process.

Table 2
Validity and Reliability Analysis of Influential Scales

Note: *Provide little evidence ** Evidence Provided
As can be seen from the table, lot of methodological discrepancies are found among
the scale development process of influential models regarding establishing reliability and
validity, making it imperative for the new scale developers in EQ to adopt more
comprehensive approach to statistically establish reliability and validity.
Conclusions
Certain discrepancies were found in the dimensions of different EQ models. Bar-On
EQ-i one of the most influential models of EQ does not cater to important EQ factors like
intuitiveness (part of EIQ model). Also the aspects of perception of how one thinks they are
creative and innovative along with inertia to recognize one’s feelings and how one keeps their
composure in stressful situations is also missing. Similarly trustworthiness,
conscientiousness, service orientation (elements of ECI), and communication, developing
others, influencing others (elements of ECI) and building bonds (elements of Goleman’s
clusters) were not elaborated in inter personal relationship. The important element of

leveraging diversity was also missing. Emotional resilience (element of EIQ), and rational
decision making were also not integrated in Bar-On EQ-i.
For the model of ECI, service orientation, reality testing, flexibility (elements of BarOn EQ-i), rational decision making along with intuitiveness, inertia, composure and creativity
were missing. Similarly, EIQ does not elicit about communication, interpersonal
relationships, developing others, building bonds etc. The question arises if all the models talk
about the construct of EQ then, why the elements of Bar-on EQ-i are different form ECI or
EIQ?
The literature review showed that some of the best known and widely used
instruments have some weaknesses. The consensus appears to be that it is difficult to measure
emotional intelligence and that no truly robust measure exists as yet (Devonish, 2016;
McCleskey, 2014; Dulewicz & Higgs, 2000a, quoted Goleman, 1996). Both ability and
trait measures are supposed to measure the same construct and show convergent validity but
show low to moderate correlations (Day, 2004; Geher & Renstorm, 2004; Batool, 2009; Shi
& Wang, 2007). They seem to measure different constructs of EQ (Jr. Raymond & Little,
2003). Recent literature focuses on better understand the relationship between different EQ
models suggesting the development of an integrative model that would include all important
facets of EQ (McCleskey, 2014; O’Boyle Jr, Humphrey, Pollack, Hawver, & Story, 2011;
Zeidner, Roberts, & Matthews, 2008).
Therefore, there is a need to develop valid and reliable measures to assess the
important construct of EQ. The reason that many leading scales have weaknesses could be
that developing sound measures is an arduous and lengthy process; many researchers take
shortcuts or simply avoid the process altogether (Schmitt, 1991). Keeping in view the gaps in
the literature and review of the selected models it is suggested to research the construct of EQ
from a variety of perspectives and integrate the known factors that explain EQ in different
models and adopting a more comprehensive approach to developing measures (Razzaq &
Aftab, 2015).
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